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Introduction
The image blur assessment is practically useful in such as the
feedback of microscope dynamic focusing, assessment of the
quality of pictures in social media.
Proposed a new algorithm of Image Quality Assessment (IQA)
with sensitivity, accuracy and of high speed is of great
importance in the field of image analysis.

Methods

Conclusion
Results

• Defined the boundaries of the color patches by improved FCM,
then evaluate the membership uncertainty of the pixels in the
edge zone.

• Introduced Markov Constraints to the Fuzzy-C-Means (MC-
FCM) clustering algorithm to improve the robustness to noise
(Minimize 𝐽(𝑢$%) ) ;

• Adding Markov Field restriction to the FCM;
• Obtained the fuzzy membership of pixels via the MC- FCM;

• Leveraged fuzzy membership from MC-FCM, the blur
assessment toward pixels in the edge zone is “Blur Entropy”
provided by modifying Shannon’s entropy.

We proposed a novel image blur evaluation method based on the
improved FCM clustering and blur entropy. Then designed
experiments to test the performance of our algorithm on two
public databases. The results showed the proposed method has
good blur resolution and the evaluation speed among two public
databases against five recently proposed methods.

Fig.2. Proposed method has better performance in
sensitivity and accuracy of assessment

• Comparisons are made on two public blur image databases[1][2]

over five recent image blur assessment algorithms.
• The proposed method has lower computation complexity

compared with existing approaches.

Table 1. The lowest Computation Complexity by BE

Fig.1. The difference of membership degree of pixels between 
the edge zone and center of color patches. 

• The more an image blurs, the membership degree of pixels in
the edge zone will be more evenly distributed.
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• Blur assessment results demonstrate that more flat curve of
proposed method refers to higher sensitivity and the upper
concave shape of curve of proposed algorithm refers to better
resolutions for mildly blurred images.
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